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Abstract
It has been proved that the First appeared words are more
important. In order to improve the word limit, first appeared
noun is considered in each part of the document in a corpus
and a novel ensemble attribute selection methods called
Ensemble Distributed Noun Attribute Selection using its First
Appearance (named EDNAFA). EDNAFA is proposed and
HCLK-Means clustering algorithm and Clustering with
Flocking Algorithm are used. Both theoretical certifications
on some schematic examples and numerical results on a suit
of computer-generated and it shows that EDNAFA can be
used to generate efficient clusters, which provides meaningful
evidence that EDNAFA can improve the performance of the
clustering on 20 Newsgroups and Specific Crime Judgment
Corpus.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the use of attribute selection for knowledge
discovery has become increasingly important in many
domains that are characterized by a large number of features,
but a small number of samples. Classic examples of such
areas include text mining, bioinformatics and biomedical
field, where the number of attributes (problem with high
dimensional space) often beats the number of samples by
orders of magnitude [1]. Domain specialists would like a
stable attribute selection algorithm over an unstable one when
solely small changes are made to the dataset. Robust attribute
selection techniques would permit domain experts to have
more confidence in the selected features, as in most cases
these attributes are subsequently analyzed further, requiring
much time and effort, especially in text mining applications.
Ensemble Multi-label Feature selection algorithm based on
data entropy [2] has become a growing research field that is
freelance on any existing classifiers. Its elementary idea

consists of exploitation the knowledge gain to assess the
correlation between the feature and also the label set, and
filtering out appropriate attributes additional with efficiency.
They [2] calculated the information gain in an ensemble
framework and separate valuable attributes in keeping with
the threshold value determined by the effective factor.
Attribute dimension reduction can be characterized as
attribute extraction and attribute selection [3]. Presently,
numerous approaches of attribute dimension reduction have
been developed in multi-label classification, but the
mainstream attention on attribute extraction. Feature
extraction maps attribute variables from high dimensional area
to low dimensional area.
Attribute selection removes inapplicable and redundant
attribute out of original ones. Generally attribute selection has
a triple purpose [4], refining the performance of classifier,
creation classifiers faster, and providing a better
understanding of the process that generated data. Recently a
number of algorithms of feature selection are planned [5][6].
However, the computation quality of them depends on the
concrete classifiers and therefore the attribute set varies with
the classifiers. The ensemble method will work better than a
traditional method. Since the ensemble method can overcome
the errors some of the existing classifiers introduce embedded
methods use internal information of the classification model
to perform feature selection (e.g. use of the weight vector in
support vector machines). They often provide a good trade-off
between performance and computational cost [7].
Current work in this area mostly focuses on the stability
document representation to be used for attribute selection,
introducing measures based on Hamming distance[8],
correlation coefficients[9], consistency and information
theory[10]. Kalousis and coworkers also present an extensive
comparative evaluation of feature selection stability over a
number of high-dimensional datasets[9], However, most of
this work only focuses on the stability of single attribute
selection techniques, an exception being the work of [8]
which describes an example combining multiple feature
selection runs.
In this analysis, we tend to investigate whether or not the
utilization of ensemble feature selection techniques is used to
yield additional robust feature selection techniques, and
whether or not combining multiple strategies has any impact
on the clustering performance. The explanation for this
concept stems from the sphere of ensemble learning, wherever
multiple (unstable) attribute selection strategies are combined
to yield a more stable, and higher performing ensemble
attribute selection.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
tend to propose the definition of the distribution of Noun with
first Appearances. In Section 3, the schematic examples in are
going to be used to prove the development of ensemble
feature selection strategies. In Section 4, HCLK-Means
Clustering and Clustering with Flocking algorithm is selected
to our proposed ensemble attributes. In Section 5, we compare
the performance of our ensemble attribute selection methods
by applying in the clustering with a real and synthetic
datasets. Finally, conclusions and future work are mentioned
in Section 6.
DISTRIBUTED NOUN ATTRIBUTE BASED ON ITS
FIRST APPEARANCE
The nouns are extracted as shown in the following figure 1
from each and every document in the training corpus. In this
research, we have considered fifty percentages of the
documents as training corpus and the remaining fifty
percentage of the document as testing corpus.

Each document in training document corpus is ten fixed
partition or paragraph. Each partition of document‘s size may
vary. Two dimensional matrixes are constructed for noun
document matrix as follows.
𝑃0 𝑃1 𝑃2
⋱
𝑁0 𝑣00 𝑣01 𝑣02
𝑁1 𝑣10 𝑣11 𝑣12
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
𝑁𝑚 [𝑣𝑚0 𝑣𝑚1 𝑣𝑚2

⋯ ⋯ 𝑃𝑛
⋯ ⋯ 𝑣0𝑛
⋯ ⋯ 𝑣1𝑛
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋯ ⋯ 𝑣𝑚𝑛]

(1)

N0, N1, N2... Nm is noun attributes and extracted from the
training corpus based on its occurrence (see Figure 1). P0, P1,
P2...Pn is part number of the each document in the training
corpus.
If the Noun (N0) is present in the Part of the document (P0),
then the value (V00) is concern part number, otherwise the
default value specified by the user. The above matrix will be
constructed separately for each and every document in the
training corpus. The distribution of first appeared noun is
calculated using the following formula (see Equation 2) from
the above matrix (see Equation 1).
𝐹𝐴(𝑁0) = min{𝑣00, 𝑣01, 𝑣02, ⋯ 𝑣0𝑛}

(2)

Example:
𝐹𝐴(𝑁0) = min{5,1,3,10,6} = 1
We have considered the noun (N0) is present in the position
5(v00) of part 0(P0), N0 is present in position 1 (v01) of part1
(P1), N0 is present in position 3 (v02) of part2 (P2), N0 is
present in position 10 (v03) of part3 (P3) and N0 is present in
position 6 (v05) of part4 (P4). Minimum value is considered
the first appearance of that noun. The same procedure is
applied to find its first appearance for N1, N2, N3, etc. for
document 0. The same process is repeated for remaining
documents (d0, d1, d2, etc.) in the training corpus. Finally the
first appearance of Noun- document vector space model is
represented as follows (see Equation 3).
Figure 1. Shows initial level of Nouns Extraction
𝐷0
𝐷1
𝐷2
⋱
𝑁0 𝐹𝐴(𝑁0, 𝐷0) 𝐹𝐴(𝑁0, 𝐷1) 𝐹𝐴(𝑁0, 𝐷2)
𝑁1 𝐹𝐴(𝑁1, 𝐷0) 𝐹𝐴(𝑁1, 𝐷1) 𝐹𝐴(𝑁1, 𝐷2)
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
𝑁𝑚 [𝐹𝐴(𝑁𝑚, 𝐷0) 𝐹𝐴(𝑁𝑚, 𝐷1) 𝐹𝐴(𝑁𝑚, 𝐷2)

⋯ ⋯
𝐷𝑛
⋯ ⋯ 𝐹𝐴(𝑁0, 𝐷𝑛)
⋯ ⋯ 𝐹𝐴(𝑁1, 𝐷𝑛)
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋮
⋯ ⋯ 𝐹𝐴(𝑁𝑚, 𝐷𝑛)]

(3)

We have implemented and used four different weighting
functions to evaluate the importance of First appeared Noun
(S.Vijayalakshmi, 2014) in our previous work. They are First
Appeared Noun with Global Inverse (DNAFAGI), First
Appeared Noun with Global Log Inverse (DNAFA GLI),, First
Appeared Noun with Local Linear(DNAFALL), and First
Appeared Noun with Local V Linear(DNAFALVL).
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Inverse Document Frequency of Noun is calculated separately
and we multiply with the value of first appeared Noun. Now
we list first appeared noun with its weight. Quick sort is
applied and top ‘K’ attributes are selected for clustering. The
clustering results are published in our previous work. We
investigate that by doing ensemble distributed noun attribute
based on its first appearance to improve the clustering results.

nouns attribute based on its first appearance (DNAFA) by
combining any two methods. They are

IMPROVING CLUSTERING RESULTS BY ENSEMBLE
DISTRIBUTED NOUN ATTRIBUTE SELECTION
WITH FIRST APPEARANCE

E(DNAFAGI+ DNAFAGLI)

2.

E(DNAFAGI+ DNAFALL)

3.

E(DNAFAGI+ DNAFALVL)

4.

E(DNAFAGLI+ DNAFALL)

5.

E(DNAFAGLI+ DNAFALVL)

6.

E(DNAFALL+ DNAFALVL)

We are also called the above six different method as
follows.

Our proposed Ensemble Distributed Noun Attribute based on
its First Appearance (EDNAFA), we have exposed the
documentations on schematic examples (see Figure 2).

Extract Top ‘K’
Attributes Using
DNAFAGI

1.

Extract Top ‘K’
Attributes Using
DNAFAGLI

1.

EDNAFA(GI +GLI)

2.

EDNAFA(GI+ LL)

3.

EDNAFA(GI+ LVL)

4.

EDNAFA(GLI+ LL)

5.

EDNAFA(GLI+ LVL)

6.

EDNAFA(LL+ LVL)

Our previous work, we have applied distributed noun attribute
based on its first appearance with Global Inverse (DNAFA GI),
distributed noun attribute based on its first appearance with
Global Log Inverse (DNAFAGLI), distributed noun attribute
based on its first appearance with Local Linear (DNAFALL),
distributed noun attribute based on its first appearance with
Global Inverse (DNAFALVL).

Merge All Attributes
and Eliminate
Duplicates

1
𝑝+1

(4)

DNAFA GLI = f(p, 𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑑)) =

1
log(𝑝 + 2)

(5)

DNAFA LL = f(p, 𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑑)) =

𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑑) − 𝑃
𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑑)

(6)

DNAFA 𝐺𝐼 = f(p, 𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑑)) =

Apply Quick sort and
obtain Ensemble DNA
with FA

Figure 2. Schematic process of Ensemble DNA based on its
First Appearance

In this section, we have implemented six different EDNAFA
selection methods obtained from four different distributed
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DNAFA LVL = f(p, 𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑑)) =

|𝑝 −

⌈𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑑) − 1⌉
+ 1|
2
𝑙𝑒𝑛(𝑑)

(7)
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(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3. Experimental results of Ensemble Distributed Noun Attributes based on its First appearance for Text
Document Clustering with flocking algorithm (20 Newsgroup dataset) (a). Precision (b). Recall (c). F-Measure
(d). Purity (e). Entropy.

TEXT DOCUMENT CLUSTERING
For example, we consider two methods such as DNAFAGI,
and DNAFAGLI. We collect the attributes with its weight, and
also we check the attributes. If the attributes of DNAFAGI
matches with the attribute of DNAFAGLI, We add the weight
of the attribute weight. This attribute with updated weight is

added to the new list, otherwise we directly add attributes with
concern weight to new list. The same process applied for all
attributes and merged together, and verified if any duplicate
attribute exist. If exist, eliminate duplicates. Sort the nouns by
applying quick sort and select Top ‘K’ attributes for
clustering. The same process is applied the remaining methods
also.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 4. Experimental results of Ensemble Distributed Noun Attributes based on its First appearance for Text Document
Clustering with HCLK-Means algorithm (20 Newsgroup dataset) (a).Precision (b). Recall (c).F-Measure (d) Purity
(e) Entropy.

In this text document clustering algorithm, text documents are
represented by vector space model. In this model, each
document d is considered as a vector in the ensemble
distributed noun - space and represented by the ensemble
distributed noun frequency (NF) vector:
dEDNAFA = [EDNAFA1 , nEDNAFA 2 , … , EDNAFA u ]

(8)

the total number of unique nouns. There are several preprocessing steps, including stop word removal, finding the
pre-processed word is noun with the help of RiTa WordNet
and then stemming on the documents. The standard model is
used to calculate the weight by using Inverse document
Frequency (IDF) in the test document set.

Where EDNAFA i frequency of the ith ensemble distributed
noun attribute with first appearance in the document and u is
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(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 5. Experimental results of Ensemble Distributed Noun Attributes based on its First appearance for Text Document
Clustering with flocking algorithm (SCJC dataset) (a).Precision (b). Recall (c).F-Measure (d) Purity (e) Entropy.

HCLK-Means clustering [13] requires learning rate as
parameter. The learning rate is decreased during the process
time to get improved optimal solution. When the cosine
function is is employed to assign to the cluster with the
foremost similar centroid and the international criterion
function is maximized as a result. All two algorithm required
prior knowledge about how many clusters are expected in the
dataset.

The flocking algorithm [14], HCLK-Means algorithm are
applied to the real document collection respectively. The
cosine distance measure is used as similarity metric in each
algorithm. The cosine value is one when the two documents
are identical and zero if there is nothing common. The larger
cosine worth indicates that these 2 documents shares a lot of
nouns and area unit a lot of similar. every document is
described as boid in Flocking rule. Each boid can only sense
the flock mates located with sense range. Each boid will
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solely sense the flock mates settled with sense vary. In this
implementation, we have used the boids ranges from 100 to

2000.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figure 6. Experimental results of Ensemble Distributed Noun Attributes based on its First appearance for Text
Document Clustering with HCLK-Means algorithm (SCJC dataset) (a).Precision (b). Recall (c).F-Measure (d)Purity
(e) Entropy.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present some numerical results and one real
dataset called Specific Crime Judgement Corpus (SCJC) and
also used standard dataset 20 Newsgroups to show the
efficiency in clustering technique when using ensemble
distributed attribute selection based on its first appearance.
Each corpus is separated into two, the first half (50%) is

considered as training corpus and used for attribute selection,
and the remaining half for testing corpus used to evaluate
selected attributes(EDNAFA) and the quality of the cluster.
Attribute selection technique can give more valid results.
In general, all methods of EDNAFA techniques provides
healthier attributes than our previous work, which was
implemented using DNAFA selection methods.
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Figure 3,4,5,6 shows that the evaluation of the clustering
results using our proposed ensemble attributes. The cluster is
assessed based on Precision, Recall, F-Measure, Purity and
Entropy. From the above, the first four attributes is considered
as efficient, if it gained the result with maximum value that
must be closer to 1(ranges from 0.0-1.0). Entropy Measure is
considered as efficient, it has to be minimum value that must
be nearby to 0 (ranges from 0.0-1.0).
The above measures (Yanjun Li, 2008)) are evaluated using
the following formula: F-Measure is obtained by using
precision and recall value. Thus we can calculate precision
P(i, j) and recall R(i, j) of each cluster j for each class i. If ni
is the number of the member of the class i, nj is the number of
the member of the cluster j and nij is the number of the
member of the class i and the cluster j.

In this paper, we introduced the use of ensemble methods for
attribute selection. We showed that by constructing ensemble
attribute selection techniques, robustness of attribute ranking
and attribute subset selection could be improved, using similar
techniques as in ensemble methods for supervised learning.
Ensemble methods show great promise for high dimensional
attribute space. It tries out that the best trade-off, clustering
performance depends on the dataset. Attribute selection
techniques will gain the importance in the future.
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Figure 4.
On SCJC testing corpus, EDNAFA(GI+GLI) attribute
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algorithm. The combination of Global Inverse attributes gave
efficient results. Clustering results may differ based on its data
set.
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